FIRST OVER EVEREST
mind it frequently gives more than is required and has to be
restrained in its generosity.
Besides the trials of material, it was indispensable to test out
the human components as we shall describe later, and to accus-
tom each flying member to his complex and novel tasks in the
air.
TRAINING FOR THE RIGHT
Prior to leaving for India all available knowledge on the
subject of instruments and their use from every aspect was
absorbed by the various members concerned, especially the
operation of instruments in the air. The apparatus we carried
was so special that a system of training had to be devised, not
only for individuals but for the pairs working together. Owing
to the lack of time we were unable to follow the usual course
of practical training in the air.
By the courtesy of the Air Ministry, Clydesdale, Mclntyre
and Blacker received instruction at Farnborough to accustom
them to the clothes they would wear when flying at extreme
heights, in the use of the special apparatus, and to give them
practice in strip photography and manipulation of cameras in
the air. They also received instructions in the use of the apparatus
on the ground. We adopted a system of setting various prob-
lems to observers and pilots when sitting on the ground in
their cockpits, as to the action they would take in different
eventualities in the air. It is a maxim of air training first to
achieve what is possible on the ground, so that both pilot and
observer may do their thinking there before attempting to carry
out their aerial duties. This procedure dominated our training.
Most important of all were the tests of the two Wesdatid
aeroplanes, the Houston and the Wallace, with their Pegasus
engines, which had to be carried out at Yeovil.
As invariably happens in all expeditions, there was a frantic
race against time. In anything to do with aeroplanes, everything
is vital, and progress usually hinges on the late arrival of some
small item which holds up everything else.
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